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Abstract
“Big” digital behavioral data increasingly allows large-scale and high-resolution analyses 
of the behavior and performance of persons or aggregated identities in whole fields. Often 
the desired system of study is only a subset of a larger database. The task of drawing a field 
boundary is complicated because socio-cultural systems are highly overlapping. Here, I 
propose a sociologically enhanced information retrieval method to delineate fields that is 
based on the reproductive mechanism of fields, able to account for field heterogeneity, and 
generally applicable also outside scientometric, e.g., in social media, contexts. The method 
is demonstrated in a delineation of the multidisciplinary and very heterogeneous Social 
Network Science field using the Web of Science database. The field consists of 25,760 
publications and has a historical dimension (1916–2012). This set has high face validity 
and exhibits expected statistical properties like systemic growth and power law size dis-
tributions. Data is clean and disambiguated. The dataset with 45,580 author names and 
23,026 linguistic concepts is publically available and supposed to enable high-quality anal-
yses of an evolving complex socio-cultural system.

Keywords Field delineation · Sociologically enhanced information retrieval · Boundary 
problem · Social Network Science (SNS) · Web of Science

Introduction

High-quality research rests on high-quality datasets. “Big” digital behavioral data consists 
of traces of behavior left by uses of, or harnessed by, digital technology. It is often created 
for economic purposes and increasingly allows large-scale and high-resolution network 
analyses of the behavior and performance of persons or aggregated identities in whole 
fields (Lazer and Radford 2017). A field or network domain is comprised of a story set 
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(domain) and the persons collectively enacting it (network). Put simply, a field is a set of 
persons thematically concerned with a set of things (White 2008). Field delineation is the 
computational task of collecting, or retrieving from a database, the building blocks of fields 
(Zitt 2015). Depending on how a field is represented by data, those blocks can be as diverse 
as publications or tweets. But there is a conceptual problem: the goal of field delineation is 
to draw a boundary that does not exist in reality. Socio-cultural systems have no clear-cut 
boundaries but are highly overlapping (Palla et al. 2007) due to their constructed and frac-
tal nature (Abbott 2001; Fuchs 2001). This is known as the boundary problem in sociology. 
In that sense, to delineate a field is to draw an impossible boundary.

Bibliographic data is not only a very early example of unobtrusive behavioral data as 
publications are not produced for the purpose of statistical analysis. It is also a form of 
multiplex data (Padgett and Powell 2012) for joint analyses of network (co-authorship) 
and domain (citation and word usage). This makes it sociologically very appealing. Bib-
liographic databases like the Web of Science and Scopus provide classification systems 
to aid publication retrieval. Since these systems classify journals, not publications, along 
coarse disciplinary lines, they are of limited help when it comes to delineating interdisci-
plinary fields that span across these journal classes. Article-level classification systems can 
improve the fine-grained publication retrieval of interdisciplinary fields (Glänzel and Schu-
bert 2003; Neuhaus and Daniel 2009; Waltman and van Eck 2012; Sjögårde and Ahlgren 
2018). However, they may not be available other than to institutes with priviledged data 
access (Waltman and van Eck 2012) or may be of limited trustworthiness due to their black 
box nature (Sinha et al. 2015). Furthermore, even if an article-level classification system is 
available and trustworthy, publication retrieval still involves manual checking and refine-
ment steps (Milanez et al. 2016).

I propose a sociologically enhanced information retrieval method for field delineation 
with three parameters that is tailored to retrieving substructured fields, does not rely on 
an existing classification system, is rooted in sociological theory, and can be applied in 
non-scientometric settings. For example, it is supposed to be capable of retrieving publica-
tions from a bibliographic database as well as tweets from a Twitter corpus. My method 
is based on the bibliometrically enhanced information retrieval method of Zitt and Basse-
coulard (2006) according to which a field is delineated by starting with a precise seed set 
of publications, then identifying its core cited references, and finally retrieving publica-
tions that cite this core. This citing/cited/citing logic is a good starting point because it 
resonates with the mechanism how complex socio-cultural systems operate via feedback 
(White 2008; Padgett and Powell 2012). On the way to a general field delineation method, 
the citation-based retrieval method is generalized to include word usage (Zitt 2015) and 
subfield delineation is introduced to deal with field heterogeneity (Mogoutov and Kahane 
2007). The solution to the boundary problem is to classify a sample set of transactions 
(e.g., publications or tweets), decide how many false positives or false negatives one is 
willing to accept in retrieval, and specify the respective fuzziness of the boundary.

This procedure is demonstrated in a delineation of the Social Network Science (SNS) 
field using the Web of Science database. This field is defined as the network domain that 
studies socio-cultural systems in a relational way—a multidisciplinary science of social 
networks, not a sociological network science. As such it roughly combines the classical 
Social Network Analysis (SNA) field (Freeman 2004) and the subfield of Network Sci-
ence (Barabási 2016) that studies socio-cultural systems. SNS is a particularly interesting 
case because it is an evolving field that has seen many twists and turns (Hummon and 
Carley 1993; Freeman 2004; Garfield 2004; Shibata et al. 2007; Leydesdorff et al. 2008; 
Lazer et  al. 2009; Brandes and Pich 2011; Freeman 2011; Lancichinetti and Fortunato 
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2012; Batagelj and Cerinšek 2013; Hidalgo 2016; Maltseva and Batagelj 2019). So far, the 
only bibliographic dataset of the whole field is the SN17 dataset retrieved from the Web 
of Science by Maltseva and Batagelj (2019). It is based on the SN5 dataset (Batagelj and 
Cerinšek 2013) retrieved from the Web of Science in 2007. SN5 contains publications that 
use the search term SOCIAL NETWORK* in either title, abstract, or keywords, or have 
been published in the journal Social Networks, plus the “most frequently cited works” of 
those publications.1 SN17 is an extension of SN5 to the year 2018 using the same search 
term but adding new complete network-related journals (Maltseva and Batagelj 2019).

The goal of the delineation task is to create a high-quality dataset that has undergone 
manual oversight. It should exclude publications that talk of “social networks” metaphori-
cally, have disambiguated author names, contain the most important citations made in pub-
lications’ reference lists (not just to items in the database), include multi-token linguistic 
concepts (n-grams), and allow historical analysis, i.e., capture the field from its predeces-
sors on. The SN17 dataset does not meet these criteria. Its boundary is too fuzzy because 
it includes publications that use the networks term metaphorically. Therefore, I have delin-
eated SNS anew. The resulting dataset consists of 25,760 biographical records retrieved 
from the Web of Science, ranging from 1916 to 2012. There are 45,580 distinct authors, 
574,036 cited references, and 23,026 linguistic concepts. Except for citations, the data is 
made available to the community under a Creative Commons license (Lietz 2019) and can 
be explored online in a virtual Jupyter Notebook without the need to install or master a 
programming language (Lietz 2020). Figure 1 gives an impression of the networks that can 
be constructed from this dataset.

This paper is a revised chapter of my dissertation (Lietz 2016). In the next section, the 
sociological model of fields is introduced. Then I describe the field delineation procedure in 
detail before I apply it to delineating the SNS field. A discussion and conclusion is offered 

Fig. 1  Co-selection graph cores of Social Network Science. From left to right: authors co-authoring, refer-
ences co-cited in, and words co-used in publications. Colors indicate subfields and unveil how the latter 
overlap in the co-selection of facts. See description of the final dataset for how these graphs are constructed. 
(Color figure online)

1 The SN5 dataset can be downloaded at http://vlado .fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/netwo rks/pajek /WoS2P ajek/WoS2P 
ajek.htm, visited September 18th, 2019.

http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek/WoS2Pajek/WoS2Pajek.htm
http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek/WoS2Pajek/WoS2Pajek.htm
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in the last section. Most of the mathematical formalism is put in a “Technical Appendix”. 
Supplementary Information is given for data processing and publication classification.

Sociological field model

The field delineation procedure is supposed to generate data that resembles the operations 
of persons in the network domain to be delineated. Therefore, it is necessarily rooted in a 
behavioral model. In sociology, the field concept refers to a structure of positions that are 
equipped with different sorts of social capital (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992). This concept 
is compatible with the concept of network domain in Relational Sociology (Schmitt 2019). 
Throughout the paper, I use these terms interchangeably. There is never a social network 
without a culture giving meaning to connectivity, and, vice versa, there is never a culture 
without it being practiced in social relations. The concept of network domain captures this 
duality of connectivity (network) and culture (domain) (White 2008). For this reason, I 
refer to “socio-cultural systems” as opposed to the more common “social systems” term.

Network domains reproduce themselves in self-organization. Transactions are their 
building blocks (Emirbayer 1997). In the “network” dimension, these are social relations. 
In the “domain” dimension, facts are selected. Durkheim (1982 [1895]) conceptualized 
a fact as a thing that emerges from collective action and influences individual behav-
ior. Selection expresses this duality that persons both actively chose to make reference 
to (“select”) facts and, at the same time, are influenced by them. Put into the relational 
perspective of complex socio-cultural systems, a field operates by persons making selec-
tions in transactions from which meaning structures emerge which feed back onto future 
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Fig. 2  Unified field and data model. The feedback mechanism of field reproduction is depicted on the left. 
Transactions are the constituents of fields and facts are the components of the emergent patterns that influ-
ence transactions in downward causation. This field model maps to a bipartite graph model of selections, 
shown in the middle. Selection matrices G can be projected into fact-coupled transaction matrices H (which 
are used for partitioning seeds and fields) and into fact co-selection matrices I (as shown in Fig. 1), both 
depicted on the right. For the citation practice, transactions are publications, facts are references, selections 
are citations, H is the reference-coupled “bibliographic coupling” publication matrix, and I is the refer-
ence co-citation matrix which represents the conceptual pattern of the field. The graph plots visualize a 
toy example where normalization is used throughout. Consult the “Technical Appendix” for details of the 
formalism
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transactions (Breiger 1974; Fuhse 2009; Padgett and Powell 2012; Page 2015). The feed-
back loop of field reproduction is depicted in the left part of Fig. 2. While emergence is 
non-causal, “downward causation” conceptualizes the causal part of the feedback dynamic 
(Flack 2017). Meaning structures are any kind of observable pattern, like fact co-selection 
structures or fact size distributions. They have the function to signal which fact belongs to 
the core of the network domain. The core harbors the agreed-upon concepts and institu-
tions of a network domain (Fuchs 2001). Facts can be distinguished according to the capa-
bility of agency, to actively engage into social action (Emirbayer and Mische 1998). If facts 
are capable of agency, e.g., persons, groups, or organizations, the corresponding mean-
ing structure is social. Meaning structures built of symbols, words, ideas etc. are cultural 
networks (McLean 2017). Finally, network domains involve multiple practices or types of 
agency (Swidler 1986).

Sociologically, bibliographic data is particularly interesting because it contains data on 
three practices: one social and two cultural. Authorship is the social practice of communi-
cating research results in scholarly publications—in my terminology: authors are selected 
in publications. The other practices are cultural because the facts are not capable of agency. 
Citation is the practice of making reference to concept symbols, i.e., references are cited in 
transactions; word usage is the practice of language, i.e., words are selected in transactions.

Core concepts in scientometrics are easily incorporated into this field model. For exam-
ple, the duality of connectivity and culture is mirrored in the idea that research communi-
ties are not just social groups but “thought collectives” (Fleck 1979 [1935]) who “share 
similar research interests” (Zuccala 2006, p. 155). A publication is a transaction made by 
authors in which references and word concepts are selected (cited and used). A cited pub-
lication is a fact since, being a concept symbol, it influences the citing publication (Small 
1978). Co-citation (Small 1973) and co-word (Callon et al. 1986) networks are examples of 
cultural meaning structures for the practices of citation and word usage, respectively. The 
size distributions of Lotka (1926), Bradford (1985 [1934]), Zipf (2012 [1949]), and Price 
(1976) are descriptions of such meaning structures, signaling who are the core scholars, 
journals, linguistic concepts, and citeable references, respectively, in a field.

Field delineation procedure

The procedure proposed here is based on the bibliometrically enhanced publication 
retrieval procedure of Zitt and Bassecoulard (2006). This method can be mapped to the 
field model just described. It is based on the citing/cited/citing logic that publications 
which are known to belong to a field of interest cite a set of core references which must 
also be cited by other field publications. One starts on the citing side of transactions: a field 
is delineated by retrieving, from the set of all publications S in a database, a seed set A, 
using expert-defined lexical queries that are very precise. Then one moves to the cited side 
of meaning structures: from A, the set B of cited references is identified in which a refer-
ence is cited y times; to obtain a generic and specific core of cited references, B is reduced 
to C by requiring that references in B receive y ≥ Y  citations from the seed publications; Y 
is a genericness parameter; next C is reduced to the “cited core” D by requiring that refer-
ences in C receive a fraction u = y∕y� ≥ U of their citations from the seed A; y′ is the num-
ber of citations a reference receives in the whole database S; U is a specificity parameter. 
Finally, one goes back to the citing side: the field E is the set of publications that each cite 
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at least x ≥ X references in the cited core D; X is a relevance parameter. Throughout the 
paper, I refer to this procedure as the original method.

I generalize this procedure to be able to delineate any type of field defined as the feedback 
process of transactions selecting facts. The reasons to also modify the original method are 
twofold. First, it is unfair in the case of field heterogeneity. For a subfield that is large or has 
a very skewed citation distribution, Y = 10 citations may not be much, but for a subfield that 
is small or has a less skewed size distribution, it may be a lot. Even for subfields with similar 
size and skewness, thresholding on a particular Y would be unfair if reference list lengths vary. 
To mitigate this problem, I introduce a clustering sub-procedure and perform field delinea-
tion on the subfield level. Second, having access to a whole database of all transactions S is 
the exception rather than the rule (e.g., in the case of commercial databases like the Web of 
Science or Scopus), if not impossible. Often, database access is restricted or download limits 
are imposed. My method does not require access to a full database. Instead, the field is built 
from a restricted set of candidate transactions. As a consequence of that modification, expert 
knowledge is not needed in the first delineation step of creating the seed but in a later step, 
and the risk of expert bias is minimized. The following modified field delineation procedure is 
sketched in Fig. 3. The notation used throughout this paper is summed up in Table 1.

Creating boundary and seed sets
The first step is to create two sets of transactions. The boundary set � contains the transac-
tions that are candidates for belonging to the field (being inside the boundary). It should be 
devoid of transactions that are completely off topic because, in the next step, a sample will 
be coded as inside/outside the boundary, and this classification task should decide upon 
nuances, not obviousness. The seed set A is the first iteration of the field. It should be as 
precise as possible as it is used to create candidate lists of core facts. But it needs not be 
as precise as the seed in the original method because expert knowledge is involved in the 
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of the same entity type. Consult Table 1 for details on the notation used in the procedure
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classification just mentioned. � is a superset of A, i.e., the seed is fully contained in the 
boundary set.

To account for field heterogeneity—the existence of differently sized subfields or of var-
ying selection practices—, two actions are taken. First, the weights of the selections made 
in a transaction are normalized to sum to unity (Batagelj and Cerinšek 2013). To handle 
data, a unified field and data model is introduced which maps the field model of transac-
tions and facts to a bipartite graph model of selections (Fig.  2). In a nutshell, bipartite 

Table 1  Notation of field delineation procedure

Compare with the field delineation procedure schematized in Fig. 3

Entities
 ai Transaction: building block of fields
  fj Fact: thing selected in, or descriptor of, transactions

Fact properties
 �j,s Genericness of fact j in subseed s; cumulative sum of ranked selection fractions; obtained 

by ranking facts j descendingly by the fraction of transactions in s that select them and 
taking the cumulative sum

 �j,s Specificity of fact j in subseed s; fraction of transactions fact j retrieves from �′ that are 
relevant

Transaction sets
 � Boundary: transactions that are candidates for being in E
 �′ Sample of � where transactions must be coded as inside/outside the boundary (relevant/

irrelevant for the field)
 �′

in
Subset of �′ coded as inside the boundary (relevant)

 A Seed: first iteration of the field
 A

s
Subseeds: first iteration of the subfields; subsets of A; obtained by detecting non-overlap-

ping communities in HN

A

 E
s

Second iteration of the subfields; obtained by retrieving from � all transactions that select 
a fact in B

s

 E Second iteration of the field; set union of E
s

 E′
s

Subsets of E; obtained by detecting non-overlapping communities in HN

E

 Z Third and final iteration of the field; set union of E and �
s

Fact sets
 B

s
Subcores: set of facts j selected in subseeds A

s
 ; defined by �j,s ≤ � and �j,s ≥ �

 �
s

Set of facts j selected in subsets E′
s
 ; defined by �j,s ≤ �

Parameters
 � Genericness parameter; sets efficiency of retrieval
 � Specificity parameter; sets accuracy of retrieval
 � Assembly parameter; must be chosen to be minimum recall or minimum precision of 

subcores B
s

Matrices
 G Selection matrix: Bipartite matrix of transactions i and facts j
 GN Normalized selection matrix: Row-normalized matrix G
 H Fact-coupled transaction matrix: First projection of G
 HN Normalized fact-coupled transaction matrix: First projection of GN

 I Fact co-selection matrix: Second projection of G
 IN Normalized fact co-selection matrix: second projection of GN
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selection graphs consist of two types of vertices with only inter-type connections. The first 
type of vertices are transactions; the second type of vertices are facts; an edge is created if 
a fact is selected in a transaction. For each practice, one normalized selection graph is con-
structed. Details are laid out in the “Technical Appendix”.

Second, delineation is made on the subfield level, i.e., subseeds As are identified. 
This action is inspired by Mogoutov and Kahane (2007). The goal is to create clusters 
of transactions based on similar selection profiles (Doreian et al. 2004). There are many 
ways to construct such similarities (Eck and Waltman 2009). Here, a purely graph-theo-
retic approach is used that has very natural interpretations. It results in analytical trans-
action graphs where edge weights resemble transaction similarities in the [0,  1] interval 
(cf. “Technical Appendix”). Given this graph, the seed is partitioned (single membership) 
using community detection (Fortunato 2010). Refined computational methods should pro-
ceed by detecting dynamic communities.

In the case of scientometrics, when publications are coupled through the citation prac-
tice, this is the “bibliographic coupling” network (Kessler 1963). Other transaction graphs 
are possible, e.g., author-coupled and word-coupled publication graphs. The way selections 
are normalized had first been proposed by Leydesdorff and Opthof (2010) for counting 
citations.

Defining the subcores The second step is to identify a subcore Bs for each subseed As . 
Subcores must be both generic and specific. In the original method, genericness is ensured 
through requiring core facts to each have at least a certain number of selections from the 
seed. If one chose the same absolute threshold for all subfields, then small subfields and 
those with a less skewed size distribution would be punished. To ensure that all subfield 
cores are equally generic, my method takes advantage of the situation that few facts are 
selected by, or retrieve, many transactions.

Put shortly, facts fj,s are ranked such that a fact’s rank increases when it is highly 
selected in a subseed s but decreases when it is highly selected in the whole seed ( tf ∗ idf  
principle). The genericness �j,s of a fact j in subseed s is then the cumulative sum of selec-
tion fractions KN.2 Finally, facts are thresholded against a genericness parameter � , the 
first parameter, such that �j,s ≤ � . For example, when � = 0.1 , then the highest-ranked 
facts that accumulate no more than the top ten percent of all selections are chosen to con-
stitute a subcore. The exact method is laid out in the “Technical Appendix”.

To ensure specificity, informed manual work must be involved in the delineation pro-
cedure at some point. Zitt and Bassecoulard (2006) have proposed to define those facts as 
belonging to the core that receive at least a certain fraction of their selections from a seed 
that is highly precise. This requires expert knowledge in the first step of defining the seed. 
This knowledge can result in a lexical query that does not, or hardly, retrieves false posi-
tives or in the identification of curated collections, e.g., conference proceedings or tweet 
collections, where all transactions are on topic.

Here, I propose an alternative approach: to attribute a specificity to facts, a sample �′ 
of the boundary set � is coded along an inside/outside dichotomy. This approach changes 
the kind of expert work from defining a transaction set to defining a codebook on how 
to classify transactions. Having this codebook, the actual classification task can be out-
sourced—maybe even to crowd workers if they are well trained and paid. The specificity of 

2 In words, the genericness of the first-ranked fact amounts to its selection fraction; the genericness of the 
second-ranked facts amounts to the sum of the selection fractions of the two highest-ranked facts; the last-
ranked fact has unit genericness.
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fact fj,s is then �j,s = |��
in
|j,s∕|��|j,s . Here, |�′

in
|j,s is the size of the subset of transactions in 

the sample, retrieved by fj,s , that are ruled to belong to the field, and |�′|j,s is the size of the 
subset of transactions in the sample retrieved by fj,s . Finally, facts are thresholded against 
a specificity parameter �  , the second parameter, such that �j,s ≥ �  . For example, when 
� = 0.5 , then a fact is chosen to co-constitute a subcore if at least half of the transactions it 
retrieves are relevant for the field (ruled inside the boundary).

Genericness ensures that retrieval is efficient. The larger this parameter is set, the more 
a subcore consists of large numbers of less selected facts. Specificity ensures that retrieval 
is accurate. The larger this parameter is set, the more a subcore consists of facts that only 
retrieve relevant transactions as judged by the coding of the sample �′ . Subfield retrieval is 
evaluated using recall and precision. Recall = |��

in
|Ds

∕|��
in
| is the fraction of relevant trans-

actions in the sample �′ that are retrieved by the subcore Ds . Precision = |��
in
|Ds

∕|��|Ds
 

is the fraction of transactions retrieved by Ds from the sample �′ that are relevant. The 
evaluation metrics and retrieval parameters are naturally related. Recall is a transaction-
side measure and is strongly influenced by the fact-side genericness parameter; precision is 
a transaction-side measure and is strongly influenced by the fact-side specificity parameter.

Assembling the field
The third step is to create the second iteration of the field by retrieving those transaction sets 
Es that select the subcores defined in the previous step and creating the set union E. One can 
use a different retrieval parameter setting for each subfield. Then the task is to decide on a set-
ting by trading recall off against precision—how many false positives is one willing to accept 
for the benefit of reducing false negatives? If the goal is to delineate a field through one set 
of facts chosen by one parameter setting, not one set and setting for each subfield, then the 
problem arises that a particular parameter setting can entail varying recall and precision for 
different subcores. This is because a fact that belongs to the core of one subfield can belong to 
the periphery of another subfield. Then, define an assembly parameter � , the third parameter: 
a minimum recall or precision that applies to all subfields alike. From this minimum value, a 
universal parameter setting can be deduced that maximizes overall precision or recall.

Extending the field
The fourth and final step is originally not intended and only makes sense if transactions 
and facts are of the same entity type. For example, publications and cited references are 
of the same type but publications and used words are not; tweets and retweeted tweets are 
of the same type but tweets and used hashtags are not. The step consists of partitioning E 
into subfields E′

s
 using community detection as in the first step, defining the subcores �s 

selected by E′
s
 , and adding to E the facts in �s , thresholding on the value of � identified in 

the previous step. Call this third and final iteration of the field the extended field Z. In the 
scientometric case, this step resembles adding to the field its most cited references because 
those have important meanings even though they may not be directly related to the topic. 
This is often the case for methodological contributions.

Delineating Social Network Science

As stated in the introduction, the goal is to delineate SNS as a multidisciplinary science 
of social networks that roughly combines the classical SNA field and the subfield of Net-
work Science that studies socio-cultural systems. Data was queried from the Web of Sci-
ence. I chose this database because its records are historical (they go back to 1900), they 
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are systematically collected via journals with not low impact factors (Garfield 1979), and 
because a lot of effort is put into upholding a high data quality. The Microsoft Academic 
Graph is also historical and it automatically collects many more records (Sinha et al. 2015), 
but for that reason its data quality is also lower. Queries were made in 2013 via the online 
interface at www.webofknowledge.com. Unfortunately, records can only be downloaded in 
batches of 500. This complicates field delineation enormously and has caused me to delin-
eate SNS on the subfield level but not dynamically.

Creating boundary and seed sets

In this first step, the boundary set � , from which publications representing SNS are 
“recruited”, and the seed set A, the first iteration of the field that selects the subcores later 
used for assembling the field, are created. On the one hand, candidate publications should 
not be required to use the word SOCIAL NETWORK* in title, abstract, or author keywords 
(throughout the paper, “words” are meant to include sequences of n tokens or n-grams) 
because a contributions to SNS may well use a different word (e.g., “social relation”). On 
the other hand, not all publications using the SOCIAL NETWORK* 2-gram should auto-
matically be inside the boundary. For example, “social network” is also used metaphori-
cally, in the case of which I do not consider the respective publication to be inside SNS. 
But all candidates for E, the second iteration of the field created in the third step, should 
use the words SOCIAL and NETWORK*. These thoughts define the two initial sets. The 
boundary set � contains 44,308 publications using the words SOCIAL and NETWORK*. 
The seed A is a subset of � and contains 23,568 publications using SOCIAL NETWORK*. 
Note that the seed is not very precise. Publication years in � range from 1953 to 2014.3

This data was then processed. Each publication and reference was transformed into a 
key such that a cited reference can be matched to a citing publication. Granovetter’s (1973) 
paper, e.g., has the matchkey GRANOVET_1973_A_1360. All titles, abstracts, and author 
keywords were preprocessed and stemmed. All words used by at least one author in the 
seed as a keyword represent the vocabulary. A vocabulary word is selected by a publication 
if it is used in either the title, abstract, or author keywords. For details of data processing 
see the Supplementary Information (Section 1).

Based on the description of Scott (2012) and other analyses of SNS (Hummon and 
Carley 1993; Freeman 2004; Shibata et  al. 2007; Lazer et  al. 2009; Brandes and Pich 
2011; Freeman 2011; Hidalgo 2016; Maltseva and Batagelj 2019), the field is expected 
to have a social-psychological path with a strong graph-theoretical focus, a diverging 
ethnographical lineage, a structuralist narrative following the breakthroughs of White 
et  al. in the 70s, a development driven by physics starting around 2000, and a recent 
surge of research on animal social networks. These paths belong to different scientific 
disciplines with different styles of practice. Therefore, SNS is not delineated as if it had 

3 Sets were retrieved on November 6th, 2013. Publications have been delivered for the Science Citation 
Index Expanded (publication years since 1900), Social Sciences Citation Index (since 1900), Arts and 
Humanities Citation Index (since 1975), Conference Proceedings Citation Index—Science (since 1990), 
and Conference Proceedings Citation Index—Social Science and Humanities (since 1990). The query 
for the boundary set is TS=(SOCIAL and (NETWORK or NETWORKS)) and that for the seed is 
TS=(SOCIAL NETWORK or SOCIAL NETWORKS). That means, publications on “social networking” 
are initially excluded. Publications where the search terms only occur as KeyWords Plus have been filtered 
out ex post because these keywords were found to be unreliable. Results include all document types (arti-
cles, reviews, letters, editorials, corrections, etc.).
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one core but by accounting for the heterogeneity of subfields with possibly different 
sizes and publication characteristics.

To partition the seed, I created a selection graph each for the three practices of author-
ship, citation, and word usage. For the latter, I did not distinguish whether a word is used 
in title, abstract, or author keywords. KeyWords Plus generated automatically from review-
ing reference titles (Garfield and Sher 1993) are not used in this study. The three selec-
tion graphs were then projected into fact-coupled transaction graphs following the method 
depicted in Fig. 2 and described in the “Technical Appendix”. These graphs and their com-
binations were then clustered using Louvain community detection (Blondel et al. 2008).

Table 2 shows that graphs from author coupling are two orders of magnitude more 
sparse than from reference coupling and three orders more than from word coupling. 
As a consequence, they also differ largely in how many publications belong to the larg-
est connected component (LCC). For author coupling, only 41.1% of all publications 
are at least indirectly similar via shared authors. The three types of facts also have a 
different power of distinction. Modularity Q quantifies the extent to which edges are 
internalized to clusters (Newman 2006), i.e., how permeable subseed boundaries are. A 
modularity of Qref = 0.46 for reference coupling means that cited references are less dis-
tinctive than authors ( Qaut = 0.96 ) but more than words ( Qwrd = 0.14 ). Rows for hybrid 
coupling indicate that, once words are part of the coupling mix, Q is low, i.e., subseeds 
are largely overlapping. This is nothing else but the fact that words obtain their meaning 
in co-usage, language can be flexibly used, and is less precise in delineating fields than 
citation (Glänzel and Thijs 2011; Zitt 2015).

Table 2  Seed clustering statistics 
for different coupling methods

Rows list methods of coupling publications through authors (A), cited 
references (R), used words (W), and combinations thereof. In the 
case of combinations, edge weights are averaged. Network density 
increases from top to bottom, the author-coupled publication graph is 
three orders of magnitude sparser than when publications are coupled 
through word co-usage. In all networks that involve word coupling, 
every second edge is actually realized (density). Accordingly, the size 
of the largest connected component (LCC) is only 41.1% for author 
coupling but 99.6% for word coupling. The internalization of edges to 
subseeds (Modularity Q) decreases with increasing density. Consensus 
(means and standard deviations) tells how much partitions from clus-
tering are reproducible. We use the Adjusted Rand Score, a standard 
measure for the similarity of two partitions, to compute consensus. 
It counts similarly partitioned pairs of publications and compares the 
result to a null model. 1 ( − 1 ) means that two partitions are maximally 
identical (unidentical)

Network Clustering

Density LCC (%) Modularity Consensus

A 0.0002 41.1 0.96 0.78 ± 0.03

R 0.0332 93.0 0.46 0.95 ± 0.02

AR 0.0333 96.1 0.60 0.92 ± 0.02

W 0.5315 99.6 0.14 0.97 ± 0.01

AW 0.5315 99.7 0.14 0.79 ± 0.18

RW 0.5414 99.8 0.14 0.92 ± 0.14

ARW 0.5414 99.9 0.15 0.81 ± 0.17
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Reproducibility is another issue. Louvain community detection has a stochastic ele-
ment (Lancichinetti and Fortunato 2012). Intuitively, the more boundaries are overlapping, 
the more publications will be assigned to a partition based on chance. The Adjusted Rand 
Score quantifies how similar two partitions are (Fortunato 2010).4 I arrive at means and 
standard deviations by comparing the solutions of ten runs. It turns out—counter-intui-
tively—that clustering word-coupled graphs is most and author-coupled graphs is least 
reproducible. This is because there is less randomness in partitioning lexical graphs as sim-
ilarity scores (edge weights) have a much wider spectrum.

Summing up until here, even though the component communities of word-coupled pub-
lication graphs are most strongly overlapping, their partitions are most reproducible. But 
once hybrid coupling is used, including references, authors, or both, reproducibility drops. 
It is clear that all further results are contingent on the choice of facts for coupling publica-
tions. At this point, I decided to exclude author coupling from the following considerations 
because it decreases reproducibility. But there is also a substantive argument: the cultural 
and the social operate on different time scales. Words, references, and their co-selections 
are much more institutionalized than authors and team compositions (Padgett and Pow-
ell 2012). From this perspective, not coupling publications via authors means not allow-
ing social currents to have an impact on subsequent results and aiming at a more culture-
dependent analysis.

In Table 3, the communities or subseeds from reference, word (lexical), and reference/
word (hybrid) coupling are described via rankings like top subject categories and facts for 
the corresponding selection graphs. From the ten clustering runs, the one with the largest 
modularity is used. Partitions are robust in that they—with one exception—describe five 
non-trivial communities. By interpreting subseed descriptions, I label these Social Psychol-
ogy and Epidemiology (SPE), Economic Sociology (ES), Social Network Analysis (SNA), 
Network Science (NS), and Computational Social Science (CSS). Partitioning for different 
fact coupling also results in the same temporal ordering. SPE is the oldest community and 
CSS is the newest. The choice of coupling has an effect on subseed composition. SPE is 
much larger when delineated lexically or the hybrid way; ES is smaller. Reference coupling 
results in two subseeds for SNA.

Since no gold standard exists, there is no objective criterion to evaluate the partitions. I 
chose hybrid coupling because hybrid methods balance the advantages and disadvantages 
of citation-based and lexical approaches (Braam et al. 1991; Glänzel and Thijs 2011; Zitt 
2015). Having excluded author coupling, this prevents either references or words from 
determining future results.

Defining the subcores

In this second step, the subcores Bs are defined from which the field is later assembled. 
To obtain the subcores, the genericness and specificity of each fact (reference and word) 
is determined for each subseed. Fact genericness �j,s can directly be computed from the 
normalized selection matrices of the subseeds (cf. “Technical Appendix”). To obtain 
fact specificity, I took a sample �′ of 1000 publications from the boundary set, 499 of 
which are in the seed, and manually decided if they should be inside or outside SNS 

4 The Adjusted Rand Score is biased in the case of unequal, unbalanced partitions. The Normalized Mutual 
Information score also discussed by Fortunato (2010) does not have this disadvantage.
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Table 3  Description of subseeds from different coupling methods

Reference Word Hybrid

(a) Social Psychology and Epidemiology
Publications 5088 6885 6850
Year quartiles 1999/2007/2011 2001/2008/2011 2001/2008/2011
Subject category Classifications
 Public, env. and occup. health 1041 (1) 1197 (1) 1216 (1)
 Psychiatry 732 (2) 753 (2) 761 (2)
 Gerontology 433 (3) 536 (3) 539 (3)
 Psychology, multidisciplinary 380 (4) 440 (4) 445 (4)
 Social science, biomedical 361 (5)
 Psychology, developmental 345 (5)
 Psychology, clinical 304 (5)

Author keyword Usages
 SOCIAL_SUPPORT 527 (1) 561 (1) 567 (1)
 DEPRESSION 143 (2) 145 (2) 145 (2)
 HIV 117 (3) 118 (5) 121 (5)
 SOCIAL_CAPITAL 190 (3) 177 (3)
 GENDER 129 (4) 131 (4)
 QUALITY_OF_LIFE 99 (4)
 AGE 95 (5)

Reference Citations
 BERKMAN_1979_A_186 334 (1) 322 (1) 331 (1)
 COHEN_1985_P_310 252 (2) 257 (2) 261 (2)
 RADLOFF_1977_A_385 234 (3) 230 (3) 233 (3)
 HOUSE_1988_S_540 219 (4) 224 (4) 227 (4)
 GRANOVET_1973_A_1360 390 (5) 346 (5)
 COBB_1976_P_300 173 (5)

Author Authorships
 LATKIN,_CA 51 (1) 47 (1) 49 (1)
 CHRISTAKIS,_NA 31 (4) 43 (2) 40 (2)
 LITWIN,_H 32 (2) 34 (3) 34 (3)
 LATKIN,_C 28 (3) 27 (4) 28 (4)
 BERKMAN,_LF 26 (5) 25 (5) 25 (5)

(b) Economic Sociology
Publications 4983 3963 3780
Year quartiles 2006/2009/2011 2005/2009/2011 2005/2009/2011
Subject category Classifications
 Management 789 (2) 590 (1) 598 (1)
 Sociology 856 (1) 511 (2) 514 (2)
 Business 538 (3) 426 (3) 430 (3)
 Economics 448 (4) 263 (5) 263 (5)
 Geography 284 (5) 237 (4) 245 (4)

Author keyword Usages
 SOCIAL_CAPITAL 467 (1) 230 (1) 249 (1)
 MIGRATION 62 (5) 50 (3) 49 (2)
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Table 3  (continued)

Reference Word Hybrid

 COMMUNITY 66 (2) 56 (4)
 INNOVATION 52 (4) 53 (3)
 ENTREPRENEURSHIP 42 (5) 42 (5)
 SOCIAL_NETWORK_ANALYSIS 217 (2)
 TRUST 92 (3)
 GENDER 78 (4)

Reference Citations
 GRANOVET_1973_A_1360 1502 (1) 597 (1) 625 (1)
 BURT _1992_STRU CTU RAL 762 (2) 390 (2) 415 (2)
 PUTNAM_2000_BOWLING 606 (3) 241 (4) 264 (4)
 GRANOVET_1985_A_481 484 (4) 302 (3) 321 (3)
 COLEMAN_1988_A_95 222 (5) 238 (5)
 COLEMAN_1990_FDN 453 (5)

Author Authorships
 KILDUFF,_M 16 (4) 10 (2) 10 (2)
 HOSSAIN,_L 18 (3) 9 (4)
 FOLKE,_C 11 (1) 11 (1)
 SORENSON,_O 8 (3) 8 (3)
 DUNBAR,_RIM 19 (1)
 JACKSON,_MO 18 (2)
 BRASS,_DJ 14 (5)
 BODIN,_O 7 (5)
 ERNSTSON,_H 7 (4)
 JONES,_N 7 (5)

(c) Social Network Analysis
Publications 1187 1982 2931 2802
Year quartiles 06/09/11 07/10/11 08/10/12 07/10/12
Subject category Classifications
 Comp. sci., artificial intelligence 131 (3) 220 (2) 417 (2) 360 (2)
 Comp. sci., information systems 357 (1) 602 (1) 567 (1)
 Comp. sci., theory and methods 254 (3) 457 (3) 400 (3)
 Management 189 (4) 272 (5) 281 (4)
 Sociology 124 (4) 169 (5)
 Comp. sci., interdisciplinary appl. 252 (4)
 Information science and library sci. 252 (5)
 Zoology 99 (1)
 Anthropology 96 (2)
 Behavioral sciences 67 (5)

Author keyword Usages
 SOCIAL_NETWORK_ANALYSIS 194 (1) 420 (1) 1097 (1) 1105 (1)
 CENTRALITY 24 (2) 36 (3) 49 (4) 53 (3)
 NETWORK_ANALYSIS 53 (2) 60 (2) 68 (2)
 DATA _MINE 23 (4) 53 (3) 54 (4)
 CLUSTER 20 (5) 47 (5)
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Table 3  (continued)

Reference Word Hybrid

 KNOWLEDGE_MANAGEMENT 37 (5)
 VISUALIZATION 14 (4)
 ASSOCIATION 13 (3)
 SOCIAL_STRU CTU RE 13 (5)

Reference Citations
 FREEMAN_1979_S_215 195 (1) 322 (3) 394 (2) 432 (2)
 BORGATTI_2002_UCINET 182 (2) 307 (4) 375 (3) 405 (3)
 HANNEMAN_2005_INTRO 81 (4) 128 (5) 185 (5) 195 (5)
 WASSERMA_1994_SOCIAL 1817 (1) 931 (1) 1068 (1)
 SCOTT_2000_SOCIAL 361 (2) 299 (4) 320 (4)
 SCOTT_1991_SOCIAL 93 (3)
 FREEMAN_1977_S_35 59 (5)

Author Authorships
 KAZIENKO,_P 24 (1) 23 (1) 22 (1)
 LEYDESDORFF,_L 13 (1) 19 (2) 20 (2)
 PARK,_HW 17 (3) 17 (3)
 MUSIAL,_K 19 (2)
 VALENTE,_TW 17 (3)
 BUTTS,_CT 16 (4)
 HOSSAIN,_L 16 (4)
 SNIJDERS,_TAB 16 (5)
 BRANDES,_U 14 (4)
 CHEN,_HC 14 (5)
 DOREIAN,_P 12 (3)
 LEE,_PC 12 (5)
 SUEUR,_C 12 (2)
 REYNOLDS,_RG 10 (4)
 VARGAS-QUESADA,_B 9 (5)

(d) Network Science
Publications 2893 3508 4066
Year quartiles 2008/2010/2012 2007/2010/2012 2007/2010/2012
Subject category Classifications
 Comp. sci., information sys. 655 (2) 597 (1) 747 (2)
 Comp. sci., theory and meth. 636 (1) 520 (2) 679 (1)
 Comp. sci., artificial intel. 455 (3) 421 (3) 568 (3)
 Engineering, electrical and el. 435 (5) 345 (4) 435 (4)
 Physics, multidisc. 257 (4) 237 (5)
 Comp. sci., interdisc. appl. 265 (5)

Author keyword Usages
 COMPLEX_NETWORK 145 (1) 87 (1) 127 (1)
 SMALL_WORLD 50 (4) 44 (4) 49 (5)
 AGENT_BASE_MODEL 77 (2) 82 (2)
 CLUSTER 55 (5) 55 (4)
 SIMULATION 43 (5) 50 (3)
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Table 3  (continued)

Reference Word Hybrid

 SOCIAL_NETWORK_ANALYSIS 172 (2)
 COMMUNITY_DETECTION 75 (3)
 TRUST 58 (3)

Reference Citations
 WATTS_1998_N_440 777 (1) 441 (2) 641 (1)
 BARABASI_1999_S_509 737 (2) 439 (1) 602 (2)
 NEWMAN_2003_S_167 513 (3) 263 (4) 405 (3)
 ALBERT_2002_R_47 442 (4) 278 (3) 382 (4)
 WASSERMA_1994_SOCIAL 390 (5) 481 (5)
 GIRVAN_2002_P_7821 325 (5)

Author Authorships
 NEWMAN,_MEJ 25 (2) 17 (5) 24 (2)
 CHRISTAKIS,_NA 31 (1) 31 (1)
 SNIJDERS,_TAB 22 (1) 24 (3)
 JACKSON,_MO 19 (2) 23 (4)
 WANG,_L 19 (5) 19 (5)
 WU,_B 21 (4)
 FRANKS,_DW 20 (3)
 SANCHEZ,_A 17 (3)
 SANTOS,_FC 16 (4)

(e) Computational Social Science
Publications 5591 6152 5954
Year quartiles 2009/2011/2012 2009/2011/2012 2009/2011/2012
Subject category Classifications
 Comp. sci., information sys. 1538 (1) 1709 (1) 1645 (1)
 Comp. sci., theory and meth. 1261 (2) 1467 (2) 1396 (2)
 Eng., electrical & electronic 914 (3) 1099 (3) 1051 (3)
 Comp. sci., artificial intel. 757 (4) 793 (5) 735 (5)
 Telecommunications 537 (5) 673 (4) 638 (4)

Author keyword Usages
 FACEBOOK 304 306 322
 SOCIAL_NETWORK_SITE 307 277 295
 WEB_2.0 272 271 283
 SOCIAL_MEDIA 232 250 255
 INTERNET 244 229 239

Reference Citations
 BOYD_2008_J_210 293 (1) 243 (1) 275 (1)
 ELLISON_2007_J_1143 234 (2) 187 (2) 212 (2)
 O’REILLY_2005_WHAT 158 (3) 130 (5) 144 (3)
 BOYD_2007_J 135 (4) 122 (4)
 ELLISON_2007_J 112 (5) 113 (5)
 WASSERMA_1994_SOCIAL 295 (3)
 GRANOVET_1973_A_1360 252 (4)
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(relevant or not). The process can be retraced by studying the Supplementary Informa-
tion (Section  2) which gives 15 examples for each class. Here, it gets clear why the 
boundary set should not contain publications that are largely off topic. If there were, 
it would be obvious if they should belong to the field or not, but such a classification 
is only of limited use. Since the goal was to define a science of social networks, not a 
sociological network science, I ruled publications inside or relevant when they are truly 
relational and outside or irrelevant when the NETWORK concept is used metaphorically 
or in non-social contexts. Publications about engineering networked social systems were 
ruled inside when they are not purely about issues of implementation. Given this classi-
fication, specificity �j,s is the fraction of publications retrieved by a fact that are relevant 
(as judged via the sample �′).

Figure 4 depicts the efficiency and accuracy of the retrieval procedure and how the 
genericness and specificity parameters influence its recall and precision for the unparti-
tioned seed and broken down to the five subseeds. I had to introduce an upper limit for 
genericness of 0.2 to reduce manual labour in using the Web of Science online interface. 
The plots reveal two things. First, recall is higher for citation-based retrieval, param-
eter settings being equal. Reference cores are more generic or, put differently, at similar 
genericness, lexical retrieval is associated with a lower recall because language use is 
relatively imprecise. Second, idiosyncrasies of subfields point at differences of idea-
tional closure or cultural coherence (Fuchs 2001, p. 55). Social Network Analysis has a 
very generic small core, few references and words suffice to retrieve a large fraction of 
relevant publications. Accordingly, the word SOCIAL_NETWORK_ANALYSIS is used 
by 1105 or 39% of the publications. 38% cite the reference WASSERMA_1994_SOCIAL 
(cf. Table  3c). Social Psychology and Epidemiology is at the other extreme. Lexi-
cal retrieval is either good regarding recall or precision, but not both. Only 8% of the 
publications use the top-ranked SOCIAL_SUPPORT and only 5% cite the top-ranked 

Table 3  (continued)

Reference Word Hybrid

Author Authorships
 ZHANG,_J 18 (4) 17 (2) 17 (2)
 JUNG,_JJ 17 (3) 15 (3) 15 (3)
 TURBAN,_E 15 (5) 14 (5) 14 (5)
 ZHANG,_Y 17 (1) 17 (1)
 LEE,_S 15 (4) 15 (4)
 MORENO,_MA 26 (1)
 CHRISTAKIS,_DA 19 (2)

In five subtables, subseeds are described for reference, word, and hybrid (reference/word) coupling. Each 
is described by its size in publications, publication year quartiles, top 5 subject categories (journal classes 
in the Web of Science), and top 5 facts. Values are the numbers of selections k, and ranks are given in 
brackets. Rankings are based on tf ∗ idf  scores where tf = k is the number of selections in a subseed and 
idf = log(1∕K) is the logarithm of the inverse fraction of selecting publications in the seed. Clusters for 
different coupling methods are quite robust in terms of fact rankings. Interpretation and comparison of sub-
ject categories and facts allows a coherent labeling of five subseeds (shown on this and the following four 
pages): (a) Social Psychology and Epidemiology (SPE), (b) Economic Sociology (ES), (c) Social Network 
Analysis (SNA), which is split into two for reference coupling, (d) Network Science (NS), and (e) Compu-
tational Social Science (CSS). Subseeds are listed by median publication year. Author names are not yet 
disambiguated in this step
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Fig. 4  Recall and precision of 
publication retrieval. Recall and 
precision of the subcores and 
the total core depend on the 
efficiency (genericness param-
eter) and accuracy (specificity 
parameter) of the delineation 
procedure. For the example of 
Social Psychology (SP), the sub-
core with a genericness of up to 
10% and a specificity of at least 
50% recalls 89% of the relevant 
publications at a precision of 
43%. For lexical retrieval and the 
same parameters, recall is 43% 
at a precision of 29%. Values for 
the total are obtained by treating 
the whole field like a subfield
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BERKMAN_1979_A_186 (Table  3a). These ideosynchrasies highlight the need for a 
subfield-specific delineation procedure.

Assembling the field

In this third step, the second iteration E of the field is assembled from the subcores Bs . 
When delineating SNS using one parameter setting, the problem that a particular setting 
entails varying recall and precision of the subcores shows as follows. For citation-based 
retrieval, setting � = 0.5 ( � = 0.1 ) results in an overall precision of 0.76 but, for Social 
Psychology, of 0.43. This is a direct effect of the boundary problem, and the proposed solu-
tion is to decide on a justifiable fuzziness of the boundary. In that case, the researcher must 
decide how the assembly parameter � should determine a universal setting of � and �  . 
Demanding that � guarantees a minimum recall for all subfields entails an increase of false 
positives (an increase of retrieved publications that are irrelevant) as the assembly param-
eter increases. As a result, the boundary will be more fuzzy. Demanding that � guarantees 
a minimum precision for all subfields entails an increase of false negatives (an increase 
of relevant publications that are not retrieved) as the assembly parameter increases. As a 
result, the boundary will be less fuzzy. As I want the boundary to contain few irrelevant 
publications, I prioritize on accuracy and condition the genericness and specificity param-
eters on a minimum precision � that should be achieved for all subfields. This parameter 
resembles the confidence that the boundary separates irrelevant from relevant publications. 
Given � , those parameters � and �  are deduced which maximize overall recall.

Figure 5 reports effects of a given confidence in the boundary. The left plot reports the 
fraction of publications retrieved from the boundary set � . Different upper bounds are vis-
ible. For citation-based retrieval, no more than 65% of 44,308 papers can be retrieved as 
� ≤ 0.2 sets a technical limit. Lexical cores can retrieve 93% at low minimum precision 
but the fraction quickly drops when subfield boundaries are required to be less fuzzy. The 
advantage of hybrid retrieval, the set union from the two approaches, is that it balances 
the high specificity/low genericness of citation-based retrieval and the low specificity/high 
genericness of lexical retrieval. When the boundary from hybrid retrieval is required to 
be perfectly precise ( � = 1 ), then the field will consist of about 23,000 publications. But 
when 80% of the publications are allowed to be irrelevant ( � = 0.2 ), then the field will 
be about 35,000 publications strong. The right plot of Fig.  5 reports the efficiency and 
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Fig. 5  Effects of boundary confidence choice. (Left) The fraction of publications retrieved from the bound-
ary set � decreases with increasing minimum precision � , but less so for citation-based retrieval. The 
black trend resembles the set union as the result of hybrid retrieval. (Right) Opposing trends of overall 
recall and precision according to hybrid retrieval of the classified sample �′
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accuracy of hybrid retrieval conditional on � . Recall is at a satisfactorily high level for 
the whole range of minimum precision. At this point, I set � = 0.8 because a lower value 
would increase the overall fraction of false positives to over 10% . Table 4 lists the parame-
ters and the average subfield recall and precision that can be achieved for a given minimum 
precision. It reveals that the parameters corresponding to � = 0.8 are � = 0.2 and � = 0.9 
and that the confidence that the subfield boundaries separate irrelevant from relevant pub-
lications is 97% on average regarding references to concept symbols and 98% regarding 
language use.

Table  5 states that the subfields contribute different numbers of facts to the overall 
retrieval core and that a genericness of 20% translates to different absolute selection thresh-
olds. While Computational Social Science’s core references are cited at least four times, 
an absolute threshold for Network Science would have to be eight. This demonstrates that 
the original method of not distinguishing subfields is only applicable to network domains 

Table 4  Parameters for field 
assembly

The assembly parameter � is chosen to specify the minimum preci-
sion of all subcores. Parameters � (genericness) and �  (specificity) 
are deduced by maximizing overall recall. This setting corresponds 
to an average recall and precision (standard deviation for the five sub-
fields in brackets). For citation-based retrieval and a mimimum preci-
sion of � = 0.8 , the best overall recall is obtained for � = 0.20 and 
� = 0.9 . For lexical retrieval and the same assembly parameter, � and 
�  are the same, precision is similar but recall is lower

Retrieval � � � Recall Precision

Citation-based 0.0,… , 0.3 0.20 0.0 0.92 (0.06) 0.71 (0.24)
0.4 0.20 0.3 0.92 (0.07) 0.74 (0.21)
0.5 0.20 0.6 0.92 (0.06) 0.82 (0.15)
0.6,...,0.7 0.20 0.7 0.91 (0.07) 0.89 (0.09)
0.8,… , 0.9 0.20 0.9 0.90 (0.07) 0.97 (0.02)
1.0 0.20 1.0 0.89 (0.07) 1.00 (0.00)

Lexical 0.0,… , 0.2 0.20 0.0 0.99 (0.01) 0.68 (0.24)
0.3 0.20 0.4 0.94 (0.09) 0.68 (0.23)
0.4 0.20 0.6 0.86 (0.14) 0.75 (0.19)
0.5 0.20 0.7 0.71 (0.19) 0.82 (0.14)
0.6 0.18 0.7 0.71 (0.18) 0.83 (0.14)
0.7,… , 0.9 0.20 0.9 0.51 (0.24) 0.98 (0.02)
1.0 0.20 1.0 0.26 (0.12) 1.00 (0.00)

Table 5  Number of facts used for retrieval

For a genericness of � = 0.2 , the five subfields are retrieved via different numbers of facts. � also translates 
to different absolute minima of selections

References Citations Words Usages

Social Psychology and Epidem. 4685 5 42 33
Economic Sociology 3443 4 90 8
Social Network Analysis 1004 7 15 20
Network Science 1162 8 76 12
Computational Social Science 3583 4 35 34
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whose subfields do not have varying selection practices or differ in size. Using the deduced 
parameter setting, the five subcores Bs (per practice) are defined and the subfields Es which 
select these subcores are retrieved. The set union of Es is the second iteration E of SNS and 
consists of 24,748 publications. This is slightly larger than the size of the seed from which 
the delineation procedure has, until here, removed irrelevant publications and to which it 
has added relevant ones from the boundary set.

Extending the field

In this fourth step, the second iteration E of the field is extended by adding to it its most 
cited references. This step is supposed to reconstruct more complete citation paths. The 
procedure calls for partitioning E into subfields E′

s
 . Louvain community detection in the 

network of publications (coupled through references and words) expectedly results in five 
communities again (modularity Q = 0.12 ). The subfields E′

s
 they represent can be meaning-

fully mapped to subseeds As via the most used word (Table 6). Clustering consensus from 
ten runs is 99% instead of 92% for the seed (cf. Table 2). Cited cores for the field are also 
somewhat smaller than for the seed (cf. Table 5). Both results are evidence that the deline-
ation procedure has resulted in more compact subfields and less fuzzy subfield boundaries.

Next, the subcores �s are identified, now only using the genericness parameter � = 0.2 
(the same value as for defining the subcores Bs ). Unlike the subcores Bs , the subcores �s 

Table 6  Core description and sourcing

Clustering the field E results in five communities which are labeled by their most used word (top row). 
Labels map to the subseeds of Table 3. The first data row (core statistics) gives the size of each community’s 
cited core �s for a genericness of � = 0.2 . The core of the SOCIAL_SUPPORT community which maps to 
the seed community Social Psychology and Epidemiology (SPE) consists of 2914 references. 73% of these 
are articles and 7% are chapters according to the definition given in the Supplementary Information (Sec-
tion 1). The rest are books. Field closure is the fraction of the cited articles that are publications in the field 
E. 30% of the SOCIAL_SUPPORT core references are themselves contained in SNS. Subfield closure is the 
fraction of the cited articles that are publications in the subfield E′

s
 . 21% of the core references are themselves 

contained in the SOCIAL_SUPPORT community. Sourcing rates tell which fraction of a community’s core 
could successfully be found in the Web of Science database and added to the field set E. Rates are generally 
high for articles. Chapters include conference proceedings, some of which are included in the database

Mapping SOCIAL_

SOCIAL_ 
SUPPORT

SOCIAL_ 
CAPITAL

NETWORK_ 
ANALYSIS

COMPLEX_ 
NETWORK

SOCIAL_ 
MEDIA

SPE ES SNA NS CSS

Core statistics
References 2914 3338 981 1143 2768
Article fraction 73% 55% 71% 79% 46%

Chapter fraction 7% 6% 5% 3% 19%

Field closure 30% 23% 38% 29% 23%

Subfield closure 21% 15% 15% 21% 9%

Sourcing rates
Articles 93% 90% 91% 87% 78%

Chapters 3% 11% 14% 22% 15%

Total 68% 50% 66% 70% 38%
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need not be specific since scholarly fields are always open to some extent—they also cite 
core references outside their own boundaries. By counting the fraction of cited references 
in subcores �s that are also contained in the field E and in the subfield E′

s
 , I determine the 

extent to which the field and its subfields are closed. Books are not covered by the Web of 
Science products I had accessed. Consequently, founding books like Moreno’s Who Shall 
Survive? (1934) can only show up as cited references, not as citing publications. Social 
Network Analysis is most self-contained with respect to the whole field: 38% of its core 
references are themselves publications in SNS, mirroring its role as the methodological 
power house of the field. With respect to subfields, Social Psychology and Epidemiology 
(SPE) and Network Science (NS) are most closed. Computational Social Science (CSS), the 
youngest subfield, least cites its own publications. As expected for a subfield rooted in com-
puter science, it cites a large fraction of conference proceedings articles (book chapters).

Table 6 further reports that only 38% of CSS’s 2768 core references could be identi-
fied in the database—could be sourced—and added to the field. Its article sourcing rate is 
smallest, too. NS has the largest sourcing rate overall ( 70% ) and for chapters ( 22% ). 93% 
of SPE’s cited articles were successfully added to the field.5 In total, 4965 core references 
were added to the field. In the resulting set, the extended field Z, I removed some publica-
tions or references to prevent meaningless results, artifacts, or the failure of algorithms.6

The final dataset Z, the third iteration of the field, consists of 25,760 publications (jour-
nal and conference proceedings articles). Following the disambiguation of author names 
(Supplementary Information, Section  1.1), 45,580 author identities remain that relate to 
publications in 68,227 authorships. 574,036 distinct references are selected in 1,125,321 
citations (180,861 to publications in SNS). Following the removal of general science lan-
guage (Supplementary Information, Section 1.3), 23,026 words (occurring in title, abstract, 
or as author keywords) are used in 201,608 selections. These entities and relationships are 
displayed in Fig. 6. The dataset is publicly made available (Lietz 2019) and can be explored 
online (Lietz 2020).

Description of the final dataset

The earliest publication in SNS is Hanifan’s “The rural school community center” from 
1916 (HANIFAN_1916_A_130) because it is often cited as one of the first occurrences 
of the SOCIAL_CAPITAL concept. From then on, the field grows continuously with a 
slight tendency for superexponential growth, as can be seen in the top plot of Fig. 7. It 
also shows that subfields came to exist at different points in time and exhibit phases of 
accelerating and decelerating growth. To obtain the final subfields, the hybrid publica-
tion graph representing Z is once again clustered using Louvain community detection. 
Table 7 is a description of the five subfields. Labels still match those of the seed very 

5 9142 unique cited references were chosen for extending the field. Publication identifiers for references 
published not earlier than 1980 were queried using the bibliometric database of the German Competence 
Centre for Bibliometrics (www.bibli ometr ie.info). Heavily cited references that could not be found as well 
as references published before 1980 were queried using the Web of Science online interface www.webof 
knowl edge.com. The primary search criterion was the doi, the secondary criteria were the tagged meta data.
6 61 publications were removed because they did not have unique matchkeys. Five articles with an ANON-
YMOUS author were removed. Furthermore, I removed citations from a publication to a reference with the 
identical matchkey, references with Chinese letters, and references without a cited author, source name, or 
publication year. Finally, all publications published after 2012 were removed because those years were not 
completely covered in the database.

http://www.bibliometrie.info
http://www.webofknowledge.com
http://www.webofknowledge.com
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well (cf. Table 3). The consensus of detecting these communities is 0.91, i.e., extending 
the field has reduced the consensus from field clustering; boundaries are fuzzier again. 
Modularity is low ( Q = 0.13 ) because of very high density ( D = 0.57).

Some assignments of publications to subfields are counterintuitive. For example, Hei-
der’s article on balance theory (HEIDER_1946_J_107) is not in Social Psychology but 
in Economic Sociology, together with Cartwright and Harary’s graph theoretical gen-
eralization (CAR TWR IG_1956_P_277) as well as foundational works of the Harvard 
school, like Granovetter’s “The strength of weak ties” (GRANOVET_1973_A_1360) 
and White et al.’s article on blockmodeling (WHITE_1976_A_730). This makes sense 
because these papers belong to the sociometry tradition initiated by Moreno.

The importance of fractional selection counting in the construction of publication 
similarity scores is once more demonstrated by the average number of references per 
publication which is a characteristic score for each subfield, depicted in Fig.  7. The 
fact that an average paper in Economic Sociology cites almost twice as many refer-
ences in 2010 than an average paper in Computational Social Science means that a cita-
tion in the latter subfield is twice as valuable. Normalized citation counts kN account 
for such differences but are still affected by the size of the respective subfield. Pub-
lication fractions K account for size differences but not for different citation prac-
tices. Only citation fractions KN are comparable across subfields (Table  7). The ref-
erence WASSERMA_1994_SOCIAL and word SOCIAL_NETWORK_ANALYSIS 
are about ten times more common in Social Network Analysis than the top refer-
ence O’REILLY_2005_WHAT in Computational Social Science or the top word 
COMPLEX_NETWORK in Network Science.

The average number of words per publication exhibits a marked jump in 1990 because 
that year the database producers started including abstracts and author keywords in the Web 
of Science database. The average number of authors per publication is constantly increas-
ing since the 70s, marking the decade when the field started becoming a “big science” 
(Price 1986) where knowledge production in teams is increasingly important (Wuchty et al. 
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Fig. 6  Entity relationship diagram of the final dataset. Tables with primary keys (PK) contain entities (e.g., 
publications) and their attributes (e.g., the time it was published). Tables that only contain foreign keys 
(FK) are relational tables that can be directly used for network construction
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2007). There are differences, however. Economic Sociology is much less a team science 
than Social Psychology & Epidemiology.

Figure 8 unveils that SNS is well described by power law size distributions for author-
ship (Lotka’s Law, Lotka 1926) and citation (Price 1976). There is also evidence for Zipf’s 
Law (Zipf 2012 [1949]). Even though the word usage distribution is not plausibly fit by 
a pure power law, all subfields except Economic Sociology are plausibly fitted by Zipf 
exponents �̂�wrd ≈ 2 (Lietz 2016, Table 3.8). Finally, Fig. 1 displays the cores of the field’s 
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Table 7  Subfields in Social Network Science

(a) Social Psychology and Epidemiology
Publications 5945
Year quartiles 1997/2005/2010
Subject category Classifications
 Public, env. and occup. health 1049
 Sociology 757
 Psychology, multidisc. 497
 Psychology, social 497
 Psychology, developmental 478

Word k kN K KN l
 SOCIAL_SUPPORT 1397 291.55 23.50% 4.90% 37
 FRIEND 978 126.89 16.45% 2.13% 34
 COMMUNITY 636 77.66 10.70% 1.31% 29
 FRIENDSHIP 358 48.91 6.02% 0.82% 32
 SOCIAL_SUPPORT_NETWORK 277 51.28 4.66% 0.86% 31
 SOCIAL_RELATIONSHIP 306 43.16 5.15% 0.73% 28
 LONGITUDINAL_STUDY 240 31.53 4.04% 0.53% 26
 EMOTIONAL_SUPPORT 215 26.53 3.62% 0.45% 23
 LONELINESS 205 36.15 3.45% 0.61% 32
 SOCIAL_CAPITAL 341 38.44 5.74% 0.65% 18

Reference k kN K KN l
 BERKMAN_1979_A_186 384 9.25 6.46% 0.16% 33
 COHEN_1985_P_310 361 7.46 6.07% 0.13% 27
 HOUSE_1988_S_540 289 6.57 4.86% 0.11% 24
 COBB_1976_P_300 272 6.34 4.58% 0.11% 34
 RADLOFF_1977_A_385 261 6.10 4.39% 0.10% 31
 FISCHER_1982_DWELL 291 7.26 4.89% 0.12% 31
 GRANOVET_1973_A_1360 472 10.03 7.94% 0.17% 36
 ROOK_1984_J_1097 183 3.74 3.08% 0.06% 29
 PUTNAM_2000_BOWLING 266 5.67 4.47% 0.10% 12
 HOUSE_1981_WORK 183 4.17 3.08% 0.07% 31

Author k kN K KN l
 LATKIN,_CARL 68 17.78 1.14% 0.30% 17
 BERKMAN,_LISA 42 13.95 0.71% 0.23% 24
 KAWACHI,_ICHIRO 31 7.71 0.52% 0.13% 14
 LITWIN,_HOWARD 28 22.00 0.47% 0.37% 15
 ANTONUCCI,_TONI 24 8.33 0.40% 0.14% 17
 DUNBAR,_ROBIN_I_M 22 11.08 0.37% 0.19% 10
 VALENTE,_THOMAS 22 7.13 0.37% 0.12% 11
 CELENTANO,_DAVID 20 2.96 0.34% 0.05% 16
 COHEN,_SHELDON 19 6.99 0.32% 0.12% 17
 KRAUSE,_NEAL 19 12.23 0.32% 0.21% 15

(b) Economic Sociology
Publications 7554
Year quartiles 2001/2007/2010
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Table 7  (continued)

Subject category Classifications
 Management 1783
 Business 1293
 Sociology 1357
 Geography 665
 Economics 628

Word k kN K KN l
 SOCIAL_CAPITAL 1210 147.52 16.02% 1.95% 22
 ORGANIZATIONAL 614 74.90 8.13% 0.99% 29
 INNOVATION 582 68.71 7.70% 0.91% 30
 COMMUNITY 896 94.89 11.86% 1.26% 23
 OPPORTUNITY 555 58.94 7.35% 0.78% 24
 TRUST 538 60.01 7.12% 0.79% 24
 AGENCY 324 39.07 4.29% 0.52% 23
 GOVERNANCE 291 31.21 3.85% 0.41% 22
 ENTREPRENEUR 264 26.75 3.49% 0.35% 21
 INFORMAL 284 29.83 3.76% 0.39% 28

Reference k kN K KN l
 GRANOVET_1973_A_1360 1143 23.01 15.13% 0.30% 38
 GRANOVET_1985_A_481 841 16.26 11.13% 0.22% 27
 BURT _1992_STRU CTU RAL 884 17.45 11.70% 0.23% 21
 COLEMAN_1988_A_10.1086/228943 799 15.71 10.58% 0.21% 22
 COLEMAN_1990_FDN 586 10.88 7.76% 0.14% 18
 PUTNAM_1993_MAKING 505 10.27 6.69% 0.14% 18
 PUTNAM_2000_BOWLING 521 11.43 6.90% 0.15% 13
 UZZI_1997_A_35 374 6.65 4.95% 0.09% 16
 NAHAPIET_1998_A_242 371 7.56 4.91% 0.10% 14
 PORTES_1998_A_1 370 6.83 4.90% 0.09% 14

Author k kN K KN l
 FOLKE,_CARL 15 4.71 0.20% 0.06% 8
 SORENSON,_OLAV 13 7.33 0.17% 0.10% 7
 GULATI,_RANJAY 13 7.83 0.17% 0.10% 8
 CROSS,_ROB 13 5.12 0.17% 0.07% 5
 EISENHARDT,_KATHLEEN 13 8.00 0.17% 0.11% 11
 YEUNG,_H_W_C 12 9.90 0.16% 0.13% 8
 STUART,_TOBY 12 6.33 0.16% 0.08% 10
 BURT,_RONALD_S 13 10.42 0.17% 0.14% 11
 MCEVILY,_BILL 11 4.33 0.15% 0.06% 8
 PORTES,_A 11 6.50 0.15% 0.09% 8

(c) Social Network Analysis
Publications 2459
Year quartiles 2006/2009/2011
Subject category Classifications
 Computer science, information systems 500
 Computer science, theory and methods 350
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Table 7  (continued)

 Computer science, artificial intelligence 305
 Information science and library science 279
 Computer science, interdisc. applications 241

Word k kN K KN l
 SOCIAL_NETWORK_ANALYSIS 1846 271.81 75.07% 11.05% 34
 NETWORK_ANALYSIS 248 32.97 10.09% 1.34% 26
 SOCIAL_NETWORK_ANALYSIS_SNA 190 19.89 7.73% 0.81% 12
 CENTRALITY 205 24.90 8.34% 1.01% 23
 COMMUNITY 304 31.40 12.36% 1.28% 18
 COLLABORATION 179 16.94 7.28% 0.69% 14
 SOCIAL_STRU CTU RE 159 32.74 6.47% 1.33% 38
 NETWORK_STRU CTU RE 136 11.82 5.53% 0.48% 16
 WEB 124 11.31 5.04% 0.46% 11
 DATA _MINE 83 8.96 3.38% 0.36% 11

Reference k kN K KN l
 WASSERMA_1994_SOCIAL 1034 51.37 42.05% 2.09% 19
 FREEMAN_1979_S_215 407 14.37 16.55% 0.58% 28
 BORGATTI_2002_UCINET 362 12.25 14.72% 0.50% 10
 SCOTT_2000_SOCIAL 286 10.81 11.63% 0.44% 11
 HANNEMAN_2005_INTRO 156 5.19 6.34% 0.21% 8
 SCOTT_1991_SOCIAL 154 9.55 6.26% 0.39% 18
 BURT _1992_STRU CTU RAL 207 5.10 8.42% 0.21% 18
 GRANOVET_1973_A_1360 250 7.01 10.17% 0.29% 30
 FREEMAN_1977_S_35 112 3.72 4.55% 0.15% 19
 DE_2005_EXPLORATORY 88 4.14 3.58% 0.17% 7

Author k kN K KN l
 LEYDESDORFF,_LOET 22 14.17 0.89% 0.58% 11
 KAZIENKO,_PRZEMYSLAW 20 7.50 0.81% 0.31% 6
 GLOOR,_PETER 16 5.76 0.65% 0.23% 7
 BRANDES,_ULRIK 14 5.61 0.57% 0.23% 10
 PARK,_HAN_WOO 14 6.25 0.57% 0.25% 6
 DOREIAN,_PATRICK 13 7.83 0.53% 0.32% 11
 CARLEY,_KATHLEEN 13 5.39 0.53% 0.22% 9
 HOSSAIN,_LIAQUAT 12 5.00 0.49% 0.20% 5
 CHEN,_CHAOMEI 9 3.46 0.37% 0.14% 6
 SHNEIDERMAN,_BEN 9 3.40 0.37% 0.14% 6

(d) Network Science
Publications 6031
Year quartiles 2005/2009/2011
Subject category Classifications
 Computer science, theory and methods 996
 Computer science, information systems 1073
 Computer science, artificial intelligence 881
 Engineering, electrical and electronic 799
 Physics, multidisc. 531
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Table 7  (continued)

Word k kN K KN l
 COMPLEX_NETWORK 594 67.25 9.85% 1.12% 15
 COMMUNITY 655 72.23 10.86% 1.20% 19
 NETWORK_STRU CTU RE 367 43.22 6.09% 0.72% 25
 CONNECTIVITY 315 35.81 5.22% 0.59% 20
 SMALL_WORLD 279 33.79 4.63% 0.56% 18
 AVERAGE 332 39.50 5.50% 0.65% 20
 SCALE_FREE_NETWORK 256 29.76 4.24% 0.49% 13
 EVOLVE 319 33.97 5.29% 0.56% 17
 COMMUNITY_STRU CTU RE 258 26.59 4.28% 0.44% 14
 COOPERATION 302 31.12 5.01% 0.52% 20

Reference k kN K KN l
 WATTS_1998_N_440 1101 46.12 18.26% 0.76% 14
 BARABASI_1999_S_509 1018 40.41 16.88% 0.67% 13
 ALBERT_2002_R_47 708 27.94 11.74% 0.46% 11
 NEWMAN_2003_S_167 675 26.54 11.19% 0.44% 10
 WASSERMA_1994_SOCIAL 623 20.08 10.33% 0.33% 18
 GIRVAN_2002_P_7821 355 13.49 5.89% 0.22% 10
 PASTOR-S_2001_P_3200 275 9.32 4.56% 0.15% 12
 AMARAL_2000_P_11149 273 8.74 4.53% 0.14% 13
 WATTS_1999_SMALL 290 12.03 4.81% 0.20% 14
 STROGATZ_2001_N_268 255 8.65 4.23% 0.14% 12

Author k kN K KN l
 NEWMAN,_M_E_J 43 26.73 0.71% 0.44% 12
 BARABASI,_ALBERT 41 14.14 0.68% 0.23% 12
 VESPIGNANI,_ALESSANDRO 26 8.79 0.43% 0.15% 12
 LATORA,_VITO 25 6.90 0.41% 0.11% 11
 NOWAK,_MARTIN 23 7.82 0.38% 0.13% 12
 PACHECO,_JORGE 22 7.32 0.36% 0.12% 8
 EGUILUZ,_VICTOR 22 7.10 0.36% 0.12% 10
 SNIJDERS,_TOM_A_B 23 11.48 0.38% 0.19% 15
 KLEINBERG,_JON 22 8.90 0.36% 0.15% 11
 MORENO,_YAMIR 22 5.72 0.36% 0.09% 9

(e) Computational Social Science
Publications 3771
Year quartiles 2008/2010/2011
Subject category Classifications
 Computer science, information systems 1315
 Computer science, theory and methods 982
 Engineering, electrical and electronic 733
 Computer science, artificial intelligence 621
 Computer science, software engineering 460

Word k kN K KN l
 USER 1989 187.69 52.74% 4.98% 23
 INTERNET 687 63.25 18.22% 1.68% 18
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three practices, all created from the same genericness threshold.7 These graphs are filtered 
counterparts of the normalized fact co-selection matrices IN

aut
 , IN

ref
 , and IN

wrd
 . As shown in 

Fig. 2, communities of vertices in fact-coupled transaction matrices translate to communi-
ties of edges (Ahn et al. 2010) in fact co-selection matrices. Hence, edge colors indicate 

Table 7  (continued)

 FACEBOOK 560 51.14 14.85% 1.36% 7
 SOCIAL_NETWORK_SITE 462 44.44 12.25% 1.18% 8
 WEB 516 48.70 13.68% 1.29% 16
 TWITTER 395 38.20 10.47% 1.01% 5
 WEB_2.0 371 32.84 9.84% 0.87% 7
 ONLINE_SOCIAL_NETWORK 349 35.78 9.25% 0.95% 9
 BLOG 330 27.52 8.75% 0.73% 9
 SOCIAL_MEDIA 317 27.26 8.41% 0.72% 8

Reference k kN K KN l
 O’REILLY_2005_WHAT 143 6.82 3.79% 0.18% 7
 STEINFIE_2007_J_1143 104 3.30 2.76% 0.09% 5
 BOYD_2007_J_210 88 3.34 2.33% 0.09% 4
 ELLISON_2007_J 83 2.67 2.20% 0.07% 5
 BOYD_2007_J 82 3.05 2.17% 0.08% 5
 GRANOVET_1973_A_1360 171 5.64 4.53% 0.15% 21
 ADOMAVIC_2005_I_734 68 3.66 1.80% 0.10% 7
 DONATH_2004_B_71 67 1.81 1.78% 0.05% 7
 HERLOCKE_2004_A_5 63 2.95 1.67% 0.08% 8
 GOLDER_2006_J_198 57 2.77 1.51% 0.07% 7

Author k kN K KN l
 JUNG,_JASON_J 19 15.58 0.50% 0.41% 7
 THELWALL,_MIKE 12 7.33 0.32% 0.19% 6
 CARMINATI,_BARBARA 10 3.23 0.27% 0.09% 6
 FERRARI,_ELENA 10 3.23 0.27% 0.09% 6
 SUNDARAM,_HARI 10 3.20 0.27% 0.08% 4
 PASSARELLA,_ANDREA 10 2.85 0.27% 0.08% 7
 DECKER,_STEFAN 9 2.78 0.24% 0.07% 5
 GOLBECK,_JENNIFER 9 6.17 0.24% 0.16% 6
 LIN,_YU_RU 9 2.20 0.24% 0.06% 3
 ALMEIDA,_VIRGILIO 8 1.66 0.21% 0.04% 3

In five subtables, subfields are described by their size in publications, publication year quartiles, top 5 Web 
of Science subject categories, and top 10 facts (ranked as described in the “Technical Appendix”). k is the 
number of selections, kN the normalized number of selections, K the fraction of all publications, and KN 
the fraction of all selections (all normalizations made on the subfield level). The lifetime l is the number of 
years in which a fact is selected at least once

7 Using the final dataset and for all three practices, facts with a genericness 𝜓j,s > 0.2 are removed. Further 
filters are applied to make the plots more readable: from left to right, the top 100% , top 5% , and top 1% , 
respectively, of the strongest ties are kept. Graphs are then reduced to the largest bicomponent, resulting in 
243, 5624, and 16 vertices, respectively. Vertex size depicts “the total contribution of [a fact] to [the publi-
cations that select it].” (Batagelj and Cerinšek 2013, p. 854). Elsewhere (Lietz 2016), I have interpreted this 
as the extent to which a fact catalyzes itself.
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how facts are overlappingly co-selected in different subfields. The differences in network 
size mostly result from differences in concentration indicated by the decrease of exponents 
from �̂�aut ≈ 3 to �̂�wrd ≈ 2 . This is mirrored in the observation that the weighted fraction KN 
of similarly ranked facts is always (much) larger for words than for references (cf. Table 7).

Discussion and conclusion

All data is produced for a purpose, and I have presented a procedure to retrieve a research 
dataset representing a socio-cultural field from a corpus not necessarily created for a 
research purpose. The method is a development of the field delineation procedure of Zitt 
and Bassecoulard (2006) which departs from expert knowledge but minimizes the asso-
ciated risk of expert bias by bibliometrically enhancing retrieval via a citing/cited/citing 
logic. By (a) mapping this logic to the mechanism of how fields reproduce themselves 
through positive feedback, (b) modifying it to be able to account for field heterogeneity, 
and (c) generalizing the routine to be able to delineate any type of field, I have proposed 
a sociologically enhanced information retrieval method. The reliance on a reproductive 
mechanism (Padgett and Powell 2012) effectively mitigates the risk associated with hidden 
assumptions because “the field writes the query.” The risk is further reduced by modifying 
the way expert knowledge is used. Whereas, in the original method, expert knowledge is 
used to define a precise seed set of transactions, in the method proposed here, it is used to 
decide if transactions in a candidate set should be inside or outside the field boundary. As 
my method requires inductive, not deductive, reasoning, experts are enabled to learn and 
identify, and transcend, their priors (Arthur 1994).

One may ask if this gain is worth a complicated procedure with three parameters, a non-
deterministic sub-procedure (clustering), and some manual classification. In the case pre-
sented here, why not simply use the SN17 dataset (Maltseva and Batagelj 2019) described 
in the introduction? The answer lies in the sociological boundary problem that any delinea-
tion is a construction. The SN17 dataset and the one discussed here serve different research 
purposes. If one is fine with having many publications in the corpus that use “social 
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Fig. 8  Size distributions of Social Network Science. Probability density functions for authorship and cita-
tion are plausibly fit by a pure power law p(k) ∼ k−� using the maximum likelihood method (Clauset et al. 
2009; Gillespie 2015). Fits are plausible if p > 0.1 , and the scores are p
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= 0.00 ). The plots show the actual fit parameters but legends give 95% confidence intervals from 
bootstrapping
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networks” metaphorically, then SN17 is fine. Parameter-free methods as applied to deline-
ate SN17 tend to be black boxes. But all delineations being constructions means that the 
steps made in field delineation are already the first steps of field analysis. This should be 
visible in this paper. Therefore, if one wants to have control over the boundary, my method 
may be an option. Then, the third parameter �—here, chosen to be the minimum preci-
sion—serves as a goodness-of-boundary measure. That said, the SN17 dataset can also be 
retrieved with the method described here. First, the seed and boundary sets are created as 
the same set using the same SOCIAL NETWORK* search term and the boundary sample is 
coded as described. Second, the genericness parameter � is set to 1 to retrieve publications 
via all facts, and the specificity parameter �  is set to 0 to also use all facts for retrieval. � 
is then not a retrieval parameter anymore, but a characterization of boundary fuzziness.

Still, evaluations are necessary. Since the mechanistic approach delineates fields in an 
organic way, certain statistical properties of dynamic systems are expected and can be used for 
a soft kind of evaluation, namely exponential growth and power law size distributions (Price 
1986). While exponential growth is the hallmark of complex adaptive innovation systems, 
power laws are expected signatures because, as a functional pattern, they point at an optimiza-
tion process that results in fractal structures (West 2017). Both signatures are found. The field 
grows slightly superexponentially, indicating that it is innovating successfully. There are also 
no gaps which could indicate that publications of a particular period have been missed. The 
field obeys Lotka’s Law and exhibits a power law distribution for the citation practice. Lan-
guage use statistics deserve a closer look. For the whole field, the size distribution for word 
usage is not plausibly fit by a power law, but for four of the five subfields, Zipf’s Law holds. 
This leads to three conjectures. First, the field has not yet self-organized to a scale-free pattern. 
Second, the way natural language was processed introduced a bias. Third, delineation on the 
subfield level does not necessarily create a coherent whole. While the first conjecture resem-
bles a finding, the last ones may be limitations of the method and deserve future attention.

Clear limitations exist. First, subcores were defined disregarding time, i.e., they are most 
effected by recent years with many publications. This recency effect can be avoided by 
using dynamic community detection. Not identifying subcores over time was the price of 
using the Web of Science and retrieving data via the online interface. To ease research, 
database producers could consider calls for data access where users are granted improved 
data access under defined terms of use. Second, abstracts and author keywords are not 
available for years before 1990. Since I used all author keywords as the vocabulary which 
is then extracted from titles and abstracts, I rely on the situation that all relevant keywords 
are at least used once in, or after, 1990. I think this is a fair assumption. Third, I also pro-
vided the expert knowledge when ruling candidate publications inside or outside SNS, i.e., 
there is no reliability check. For the reader to retrace my decisions, I present selected cases 
in the Supplementary Information (Section 2).

The dataset has high face validity. Subfield descriptions are robust throughout the delin-
eation procedure (Tables 3, 7). The analysis of the dataset—not described here but in my 
dissertation (Lietz 2016)—reproduces results known from the previous literature, namely, 
roots in social psychology and graph theory, a structuralist narrative starting in the 70s, and 
a turn at the end of the century driven by physics (Freeman 2004; Scott 2012; Maltseva and 
Batagelj 2019). But the study also uncovers new insights into field dynamics, particularly 
regarding the paradigm shifting effects that arise when an incommensurable research style 
forcefully and massively enters a field. In the case of SNS, the mainstream was lastingly 
altered and old knowledge got more or less lost (Lietz 2016).

I conclude that the boundary constructed for SNS is a fair delineation of the field for 
the purpose of studying its historical evolution. The main contribution of this paper is a 
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sociologically enhanced information retrieval method that integrates a field model, a 
retrieval model, and a data model. There is indeed a benefit in importing more social sci-
ence into information science (Leydesdorff and Van Den Besselaar 1997; Cronin 2008). 
The fact that a reproductive mechanism is at the heart of the procedure makes it principally 
applicable to other settings. For example, in a social media monitoring context it is typi-
cally difficult to foresee which semantic selectors (e.g., hashtags) will be used in a monitor-
ing phase. It is much easier to define which users (e.g., politicians) are relevant (Stier et al. 
2018). Future delineations of a social media monitoring corpus may be improved by start-
ing with a user-based seed set, monitoring the emergent pattern of potential selectors, and 
adding/removing selectors if necessary.
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Technical Appendix: formalism and index construction

Matrix notation Let G = [wij] be a bipartite m × n selection matrix where wij gives the 
number of times that a transaction ai , i = 1, 2,… ,m , is selecting a fact fj , j = 1, 2,… , n . 
GT = [wij]

T = [wji] is the transposed selection matrix with dimensionality n × m . To con-
trol for the possibility that the average number of facts per transaction is heterogenously 
distributed over subfields, matrix normalization is necessary. For a selection matrix G with 
row indices i and column indices j, the degree ki =

∑
j wij is the number of selections made 

in transaction i. Batagelj and Cerinšek (2013) have generalized normalization using frac-
tional selection counting in a matrix framework. GN = diag(1∕max(1, ki))G is the normal-
ized selection matrix. In this matrix, the weighted degree kN

i
=
∑

j w
N
ij
= 1 , i.e., the weight 

of a selection is inversely proportional to the number of selections per transaction.
Fact statistics With this notation in place, statistics based on degrees of facts j in selec-

tion matrices can be made (applications to bibliographic data are given in brackets):

the degree kj =
∑

i wij in the selection matrix G is the number of selections (author-
ships/citations/usages) of fact (author/reference/word) j;

the weighted degree kN
j
=
∑

i w
N
ij
 in the normalized selection matrix GN is the nor-

malized number of selections (authorships/citations/usages) of fact (author/reference/
word) j;

the fraction Kj = kj∕m is the percentage of all transactions (publications) that select 
(are authored by/cite/use) fact (author/reference/word) j;

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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the weighted fraction KN
j
= kN

j
∕m is the percentage of all selections (authorships/

citations/usages) of fact (author/reference/word) j.

Matrix projection The delineation procedure requires fields represented by sets of transac-
tions to be partitioned into subfields. The graph to be clustered is a fact-coupled transac-
tion graph, and its matrix is obtained via matrix multiplication:

H = (GGT) = [xik] is an undirected transaction matrix where weights xik ∈ ℕ are the 
number of facts (authors/references/words) j co-selected by (co-authoring/co-cited 
by/co-used by) transactions (publications) i and k;

HN = (GN(GN)T) = [xN
ik
] is an undirected normalized transaction matrix where 

weights xN
ik
∈ ℝ[0,1] are the products of the normalized selections (authorships/cita-

tions/usages) made in transactions (publications) i and k, summed over all facts 
(authors/references/words) j.

HN is the complementary transformation of the one described by Batagelj and Cerinšek 
(2013, sec. 3.4). Weights xN

ik
 can be interpreted as publication similarities. The transaction 

matrix resembles the projection of the bipartite selection matrix to the transaction mode. 
The projection to the fact mode creates the matrix of a transaction-coupled fact co-selec-
tion graph:

I = GTG = [yjl] is a symmetric directed fact co-selection matrix where weights 
yjl ∈ ℕ are the number of transactions (publications) that co-select (are co-authored 
by/co-cite/co-use) facts (authors/references/words) j and l (Batagelj and Cerinšek 
2013, sec. 3.2);

IN = GTGN = [yN
jl
] is a symmetric directed normalized fact co-selection matrix 

where weights yN
jl
∈ ℝ

≥0 are the normalized number of transactions (publications) 
that co-select (are co-authored by/co-cite/co-use) facts (authors/references/words) j 
and l (Batagelj and Cerinšek 2013, sec. 3.3).

IN has two handy properties. First, the total weight yN
Σ
=
∑

j

∑
l y

N
jl
 including self-loops 

j = l equals the number of selections in the underlying selection matrix G because weights 
are additive. Second, the weighted degree of fact j equals the number of transactions (pub-
lications) that have selected (been authored by/cited/used) it. The reason to keep symmetric 
directed edges is that they can be interpreted as catalytic relations in the sense that co-
selection also means co-constitution (Padgett and Powell 2012, chapter 4).

A toy selection matrix GN , its mapping to the field model, and its projections to the 
transaction matrix HN and fact matrix IN is depicted in Fig. 2.

Fact genericness The delineation procedure also requires facts to be indexed by generic-
ness and specificity scores. This indexation is made for distinct subseeds As represented 
by selection matrices Gs . To obtain genericness scores for facts in subseed As , facts are 
tf ∗ idf -ranked descendingly (fact with largest score has first rank). Here, tf = kj,s is the 
degree of fact j in subseed s, and idf = log(1∕Kj) where Kj is the transaction fraction of fact 
j in the whole seed A. Given fact ranks r = 1,… ,m , the genericness of fact j in subseed s is 
�j,s =

∑r

q=1
KN
q,s

 , the cumulative sum of selection fractions. Fact rankings for subfields are 
created similarly.
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